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OXFAM BRIEFING NOTE – OCTOBER 2018
This year, the World Bank is holding its Annual Meetings in Asia. This is a region that will be
key to the success of the global energy transition, and at the same time has much to lose if it
does not happen fast enough, because its people are so vulnerable to climate change.
The most climate-vulnerable Asian countries are spearheading a new form of climate
leadership and have set visionary goals. How can the World Bank, together with other
international financial institutions (IFIs), support them to turn these bold commitments into
reality?
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‘The V20 countries are both the world’s most vulnerable economies and the most
promising ones in terms of growth potential. That potential, along with our and other
countries’ very existence, is threatened by climate change. Faced with this challenge
and a tremendous urgency for climate action, all financial flows, including those of
multilateral development banks, should be aligned with the Paris Agreement, the 1.5
degrees Celsius temperature limit, and our members [sic] economies’ 100% renewable
energy vision in support of sustainable development.’
– Vulnerable 20 (V20) Group of Finance Ministers Communique, 2017 1

1 INTRODUCTION
The World Bank meets in Indonesia, days after the wake-up call of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 1.5°C report, and ahead of the UN climate talks where
countries must prepare to revisit their nationally determined contributions (NDCs) to keep the
goals of the Paris Agreement in sight.
In parallel, the Climate Vulnerable Forum (CVF) of countries will be organizing at the very
highest level, 2 under the leadership of the first female president of Pacific Island nations, to
inject a new kind of political momentum to raise ambition. Their own commitment to reach
100% renewable energy by 2050 raises the bar for other countries, and challenges the World
Bank – and other international financial institutions (IFIs) – to match their bold leadership with
finance.
This paper holds up a mirror to current and planned IFI energy sector support in Asian
climate-vulnerable countries. It shows how this is not yet fit for purpose, and recommends
how IFIs can intervene at this critical juncture to give governments the confidence to step up.
If done right, IFI financial and technical support can unlock and operationalize higher
renewable energy ambition. This paper also warns of what to avoid by showing that the costs
of indirectly-supported coal would end up harming the region that IFIs are trying to help.

2 IFI ENERGY LENDING IN
ASIAN CVF COUNTRIES
The Climate Vulnerable Forum (CVF) is a group of the world’s most disaster-prone, climatevulnerable countries. There are 10 Asian members: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Cambodia, Mongolia, Nepal, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Timor-Leste and Vietnam.
With their people experiencing some of the worst impacts of climate change – from super
cyclones to extreme flooding, displaced communities and disappearing arable land – CVF
governments and their citizens know that inaction is no longer an option. Despite having done
very little to cause climate change, the CVF is taking impressive steps to tackle it. On the
international stage, it has been a leading moral voice for greater ambition, successfully
advocating for the inclusion in the Paris Agreement of a global goal to limit temperature
increases to 1.5°C, under the motto ‘1.5 degrees to thrive’.
In 2015, CVF member states created the Vulnerable 20 (V20) Group of Finance Ministers, to
bring together the Finance Ministers of all CVF countries (which now number more than 20).
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The V20 is focused specifically on mobilizing financial resources for climate action. It has
called on IFIs to align their operations with the Paris Agreement, the 1.5°C limit, and with their
member economies’ 100% renewable energy vision in support of sustainable development. 3

CURRENT IFI ENERGY LENDING
Alignment with the Paris Agreement means IFIs should ensure that their entire operations
(beyond just energy) support countries to develop in a low carbon and climate-resilient way.
For example, agricultural portfolios should support vulnerable farmers to adapt to growing
climate disruption.
For the purposes of this paper, however, we focus on energy-related finance of the World
Bank Group, Asian Development Bank (ADB) and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
(AIIB). As the AIIB has only been operating for a couple of years, its portfolio is still relatively
small.
We find that none of these institutions appear to be prioritizing renewable energy. All are
directing a larger portion of their limited public funds to fossil fuels rather than renewables.
Their collective energy portfolios in Asian V20 countries amount to over $17bn, of which
about $4.5bn is for fossil fuels and $3.5bn for clean energy (modern renewable energy and
energy efficiency). 4 The remainder is mainly grid infrastructure.
Spending remains skewed towards fossil fuels, even for energy project approvals, since the
Paris Agreement (Figure 1). This runs counter to IFI commitments to align their operations to
the Paris Agreement, as clean energy should be the rule, not the exception. 5 A greater effort
is needed to meet the V20 call for climate investment. 6
Figure 1: Energy project approvals in Asian V20 countries since the Paris Climate
Agreement – shares for clean energy vs fossil fuels (US$ bn)

Figure 1 shows IFI energy investments in Asian V20 countries for FY16–FY18 and the share for fossil fuels, clean
energy (modern renewable energy and energy efficiency), and ‘other’ (mainly grid infrastructure, including some
large hydropower). 7

In practice, IFIs do not appear to be making new commitments to coal directly, and the World
Bank Group has recently pulled out of oil and gas exploration and production. However,
among the ‘other’ category this year and last year are ADB loans totalling $950m for a new
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electricity transmission line and associated infrastructure to transport power from two coalfired power plants in Bangladesh. 8 This kind of support helps to make coal plants financially
viable where they might otherwise not be.
Hundreds of millions of people in Asian V20 countries face energy poverty. 9 Despite this, less
than a third of IFI energy finance has been specifically targeted at expanding energy access
since the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were agreed (Figure 2). Of that energy
access finance, only about 10% is for distributed energy solutions such as clean cooking, offgrid and mini-grid, compared to about 90% for expanding access via the centralized grid. Yet
distributed solutions tend to have the biggest development impact as they can best meet the
needs of poor, remote communities. For example, solar home systems can be quickly
installed in areas (e.g. remote islands) where grid extension is unlikely, are affordable
compared to alternatives like kerosene or diesel, and reliably provide energy services people
need, such as lighting and phone charging. In particular, clean cooking receives negligible
amounts of energy finance, despite the fact that in Asia this is the most pressing energy
poverty challenge – and one with a female face. While women wait for clean cooking, they
pay with their time and health (collecting fuelwood, and labouring over smoky, inefficient fires
– see Box 1 below).
Figure 2: Energy project approvals in Asian V20 countries since SDG 7 was agreed –
share for energy access (and within that, share for distributed solutions)

Note: The yellow segment shows the share of IFI energy finance FY16–FY18 targeted at improving energy access.
This is broken down into the share for extending and powering the centralized grid (orange), and the share for
distributed solutions, i.e. off-grid, mini-grid and clean cooking solutions (blue). 10

BUDGET SUPPORT AND POLICY
CONDITIONS
IFIs are moving to provide a larger share of their sovereign lending as general budget
support, and require ‘prior actions’ (regulatory changes) before countries can access this
finance.
These prior actions are agreed between IFIs and governments. Importantly, they should be
aligned with national development plans and have the support of the respective national civil
societies. The right energy policies are critical if countries are to avoid being locked into the
discredited fossil-fuel-dependent energy systems of the past and instead blaze a new trail
towards sustainable and truly inclusive economies. The World Bank’s own Regulatory
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Indicators for Sustainable Energy (RISE) provide a blueprint for how governments can put in
place the right investment conditions to meet SDG 7 to ‘ensure access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern energy for all’ by 2030. 11
While the ADB’s Energy Development Policy Loan for Indonesia, agreed last year, includes
reforms that accelerate efforts towards SDG 7, it is a cause for concern that it also includes
reforms to promote risky fracking for shale gas, as part of an overall aim to increase oil and
gas investment by billions of dollars. 12

DIRECTION OF FUTURE LENDING
What matters most is the direction of travel. The World Bank and the ADB agree country
strategies with governments to guide future investments, and the next section looks at these
strategies to 2020 and beyond in four selected countries in Asia. For Indonesia and Vietnam,
there are welcome signs of a shift in approach: both the World Bank and ADB are taking
steps to focus their support on achieving SDG 7, though not yet at the scale required. In
Bangladesh, however, support for renewable energy access seems to be reversing. None of
the country strategies studied features clean cooking.

3 FUTURE DIRECTION
The World Bank is meeting ahead of the UN climate talks in Poland, where the hope is that
all countries will agree to revisit and enhance their NDCs ahead of 2020 to avoid catastrophic
climate change. At the same time, countries are preparing to create long-term 2050 lowcarbon development plans. Thus, this year and next, countries face an important juncture in
energy decision making. Now is a critical time for IFIs to step in and assure governments that
finance will be available to support them in raising and delivering on their ambitions.
This section focuses on a few examples of climate-vulnerable Asian countries where energy
demand is growing fast – the Philippines, Vietnam and Bangladesh – and sets out the
commitments that have been made at a national level to sustainable energy access for all.
Indonesia (though not a V20 member) is also included as a case study, given its high climate
vulnerability and its status as host of the 2018 World Bank and International Monetary Fund
(IMF) Annual Meetings. In each case, we explore how far the planned IFI support measures
up to country ambitions, as well as its relevance to country-specific challenges and
opportunities.

BANGLADESH
Table 1: Bangladesh country profile
Renewable energy 13

Target: 10% by 2020. 14 Current level: <4%.
CVF vision of 100% by 2050.

Energy access

Electrification target: 100% by 2021. 15 Current
level: 62%. 16
Clean cooking: 10% of people have access.

NDC ambition

6

Conditional and unconditional pledges to curb growth
of emissions in the power, transport and industry
sectors. 17

Green finance potential

The IFC estimates that Bangladesh could attract
private investments of $7.1bn for renewables by 2020,
rising to $17bn by 2030 (depending on its renewable
energy targets). 18

Relevance of planned IFI support
Bangladesh is a world-leader in off-grid solar home systems, and plans to open up new
energy access frontiers by pursuing solar mini-grids to power small businesses, and solar
irrigation for farmers. These are exactly the kinds of promising initiatives that IFIs can help to
de-risk and kick-start, and the World Bank and ADB have recently extended some initial
support. Irrigation will be crucial in the context of climate change and, compared with diesel
pumps, solar systems will save farmers money – but only if there are schemes that help
farmers afford the higher upfront costs of the equipment.
Bangladesh does not yet have any utility-scale renewable energy projects, but the
government has applied to the World Bank’s NDC Partnership support facility for assistance
with implementing its NDC, and specifically its renewable energy targets, which indicates that
it is serious about attracting investment. 19 Land availability is limited in Bangladesh, but
creative approaches have been identified, for example making use of factory rooftops for
solar panels.
However, of the 10 energy sector projects foreseen in the World Bank Group’s country
strategy 2016–2020 for Bangladesh, seven are for fossil fuels and only one is for renewable
energy. 20 Of the nine ‘firm’ and ‘standby’ energy sector projects observed in the ADB’s
Country Operation Plan 2018–2020, only one is for renewable energy (6% of the total
budget) and three are for fossil fuels (a third of the total budget). 21

VIETNAM
Table 2: Vietnam country profile
Renewable energy

Target: 6.5% by 2020, 10.7% by 2030 and 43% by
2050. 22 Current level: negligible (large hydropower
accounts for about a third of the electricity mix).
CVF vision of 100% by 2050.

Energy access

Electrification target: 100% by 2020. Vietnam has
reached >99% in rural areas.
Clean cooking: 67% have access. 23

NDC ambition

Reduce emissions 8% below business-as-usual levels
by 2030 (conditional target of 25%, costed at $18bn).

Green finance potential

The IFC estimates $59bn renewable energy investment
potential by 2030, and $12.4bn by 2020. 24

Relevance of planned IFI support
Both the World Bank Group and the ADB country strategies plan to support the government’s
liberalization of the power sector, through development policy loans. This should help prepare
the ground for more renewable energy, but there is a need to ensure low-income groups are
protected in the move towards higher, cost-reflective tariffs.
Both banks intend to support Vietnam to reduce its planned reliance on coal. Noting that
Vietnam is one of the most energy-inefficient economies in the region, the World Bank Group
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plans to make finance available for energy efficiency measures to reduce the need for new
coal generation capacity to be built. 25 The World Bank Group plans to continue to provide
development policy loans for climate change and green growth, yet their project investments
only aim to add a small amount of renewable energy capacity (2–3% of the government’s
target for 2030). 26 Most of the World Bank Group’s programme has yet to be implemented.
The ADB is providing a small technical assistance grant to the government to get solar off the
ground, however its proposed loan to one of the first large-scale solar power plants in the
country was one of the projects cancelled over concerns about government debt levels. 27
The ADB has published 2050 Pathways to Low Carbon Development for Vietnam and the
Philippines 28, and while it is unclear how these will translate into support, the
recommendations of these reports on long-term planning could inform the next round of
country strategies in both countries. 29
Box 1: Energy choices that put women first
Evidence shows that having affordable, reliable, safe access to electricity and clean cooking is
particularly beneficial for women. Women and girls are typically responsible for collecting fuel, and
if basic energy services are lacking, this leads to excessive workloads, sapping their time and
energy and limiting their other opportunities.
IFIs have not made clean cooking solutions a serious priority, perhaps because they are typically
small-scale. Yet access to clean fuels and cooking equipment enables women living in poverty to
live longer and healthier lives, while freeing up hours normally spent fetching wood. 30 If basic
energy services were designed and directed to reduce arduous domestic workloads, the women
and girls who do this work could have more time to engage in education, paid work and political
participation.
It is also important to ensure equal representation of women in the energy sector. For example, in
Vietnam, the World Bank plans to support the state-owned utility EVN to achieve a better balance
of women in its workforce, 31 and the World Bank’s private sector arm, the International Finance
Corporation (IFC) is. in general, starting to support women on boards and provide access to
finance for female entrepreneurs. In a transition to a renewable future, women will not
automatically overcome decades of discrimination to access opportunities in the new energy
economy unless a deliberate effort is made to enable them to do so.

THE PHILIPPINES
Table 3: The Philippines country profile
Renewable energy

Target: 35% of the electricity mix by 2040 (including
large hydro). 32 Current level: 24% of the electricity mix.
(including large hydro) 33
CVF vision of 100% by 2050.

Energy access

Electrification target: 100% by 2022. Current level:
91%.
Clean cooking: 45% have access. 34
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NDC ambition

Ranked 2°C-compatible by civil society organizations
(CSOs) 35 (conditional target of 70% greenhouse gas
reduction below business-as-usual levels by 2030).

Green finance potential

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
estimates the Philippines has a $20bn renewable
energy investment potential by 2030, including solar,
hydropower, wind and geothermal. 36

Relevance of planned IFI support
The World Bank Group and ADB country strategies for the Philippines are both due to be
revised. The ADB did not have any energy projects planned in the 2018–2020 operational
business plan, 37 but has proceeded with a grant to scope a $2bn liquefied natural gas (LNG)
hub, to import gas destined for power plants in Batangas province as local gas supplies start
to run out. 38
Both the World Bank Group and the ADB are also providing indirect support to the energy
sector. For example, since 2012, the IFC has bought $100m worth of shares in the Filipino
Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation (RCBC), and provided $105m through a loan and
bonds purchase. Since the IFC’s investment (which gave it a seat on the board), RCBC has
financed at least 20 new coal-fired power plants or expansions of existing plants in the
country, despite widespread public opposition to coal in the Philippines. 39 RCBC has
provided minimal financing for clean energy. 40
It is a somewhat different story for another IFC intermediary in the Philippines: BDO Unibank.
While this bank has also provided substantial finance for coal, at the same time it has, to
date, lent over $1bn to the Filipino sustainable energy sector, including to the Philippines’
largest solar power plant. A key difference is that IFC provided a number of ‘ring-fenced’
sustainable energy investments to BDO Unibank, helping the bank to familiarize itself with the
industry; in contrast, it did not provide any to RCBC. The CEO of Filipino solar firm SunAsia
Energy has said of RCBC, ‘Their systems are set up to finance coal. I can’t get a loan from
them’. 41

INDONESIA
Table 4: Indonesia country profile
Renewable energy

Target: 23% of total energy mix by 2025 (translates to
25% of electricity mix). Current level: 5% of electricity
mix (including geothermal, small hydropower). 42

Energy access

Electrification target: 100% by 2024. Current level:
97%.
Clean cooking: 58.4% have access. 43

NDC ambition

Ranked ‘highly insufficient’ by CSOs 44 (29%
greenhouse gas reduction below business-as-usual
levels by 2030).

Green finance potential

Indonesia has the world’s greatest geothermal
resource, but has only tapped 11% of its potential to
date. 45 The IFC estimates Indonesia could attract
$23bn in renewable energy investment by 2030, in line
with its targets, with about half of this for biomass, and
half for geothermal and small hydropower. 46

Relevance of planned IFI support
Despite Indonesia’s high and fast-progressing electrification rate, six million people still live in
the dark, 47 and 60 million people lack access to dependable electricity due to sub-standard
supply. 48 Nearly half of all women cannot cook without harm to themselves and their children.
Inequality in Indonesia has reached crisis levels, and one way this shows is in the energy
divide. This year, the three billionaire men behind Indonesia’s top coal company will earn
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enough interest on their wealth to be able to provide modern, efficient cookstoves to all
Indonesian households still living in ‘cooking poverty’. 49
The sparsely populated islands in the eastern region are lagging furthest behind. Here,
renewable energy has been shown to be a lower cost option for powering remote grids,
compared to the more widespread use of diesel, yet stakeholders suggest that vested
interests in the diesel supply chain could be a barrier. 50
There is little confidence that Indonesia’s renewable energy target will be met. The stateowned utility, PLN, has not been given a budget to implement the ambitious target. While
renewable energy is not subsidized, coal is – creating an uneven playing field. 51
Both the World Bank Group and ADB are taking the right steps to focus their support on
achieving SDG 7 goals on sustainable, pro-poor energy in the country. Indonesia’s 2016–
2020 country strategy with the World Bank Group warns that coal could increase to 60% of
the energy mix by 2019 if more support is not provided for renewables. However, the Bank’s
programmed support agreed with the government covers a disappointingly small share of
Indonesia’s renewable energy target. 52

4 OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
WHY THE DIRECTION OF IFI FINANCE
MATTERS
Asia needs energy: global demand for power is growing fastest in this region. IFIs only
provide a trickle of overall energy finance flows. But they matter, because of their power to
direct private investment and shape government policies. Their concessional funds can be
used as the ‘tail that wags the dog’, to funnel private investment dollars to V20 countries, and
to open markets. As the ADB Director for Climate Change has put it: ‘We really need to
become conveners of financing, rather than just providers of some of it.’ 53 Commercial banks,
for example, will need a helping hand to invest in industries that are less familiar to them, as
the box below describes. Beyond finance, the ‘stamp of approval’ of a major IFI for renewable
energy sends a powerful signal.
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Box 2: The IFC’s opportunity to raise standards in commercial banks
The IFC directs about half of its finance through intermediaries – many of which are commercial
banks.
Based on research by Inclusive Development International, the map below shows a limited
snapshot of how some of these IFC intermediaries have on-lent to coal. 54 It illustrates how 11
well-known banks in the region have, since becoming IFC clients, backed 26 coal plants in
Vietnam, Bangladesh and the Philippines, through collectively participating in billions of dollars of
project finance, corporate loans and bond underwriting. 55

Note: The map does not pretend to show a complete picture, but gives a sense (where data is available) of the
IFC’s indirect links to coal in three selected countries (research did not cover Indonesia). It also shows the
IFC’s potential impact should it raise standards through, e.g., stricter requirements for their clients. The IFC’s
influence with each of its client banks varies depending on the type of its investment: an equity investment
commonly gives the IFC a seat on the board and a say over governance.

The IFC can use its weight with its client banks to raise standards in the sector, by:
1. Requiring its clients to publicly report their exposure to coal and fossil fuels;
2. Helping its clients to reduce their exposure to coal and develop coal exclusion policies; and
3. Not making new investments in clients that are more than 5% invested in coal (including
associated facilities). 56
This is in line with the World Bank and the IFC’s existing policy of not supporting coal, except in
rare circumstances. The IFC has just taken the welcome step to ensure that its own dollars are
not used by its client banks to support coal – but beyond this, the IFC should set its sights on
more systemic change, by working with all of its clients to support them to clean up the rest of
their portfolios too.
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At the same time, the IFC is taking steps to help its clients invest in sustainable alternatives,
through ring-fencing its loans, and promoting green bonds. By scaling this up, ensuring green
bonds are truly green rather than greenwashed, 57 and developing a policy to exclude coal entirely
from its intermediaries, the IFC can start to bring about the kind of transformational change worthy
of the V20’s call to redesign the investment agenda of the world economy. 58

CHALLENGES TO RENEWABLE ENERGY IN
ASIAN V20 COUNTRIES
IFIs often claim there is a lack of demand for renewable energy from their client governments.
However, in the case of the V20, countries have made bold and ambitious commitments and
need IFIs to help them succeed. Nevertheless, it is harder to attract finance for renewable
energy in emerging and developing economies, compared to wealthier countries, and hardest
of all is attracting finance to the kinds of energy services that the poorest communities need.
The box below identifies common challenges faced by vulnerable countries, and some
solutions.
Box 3: Why is IFI (and other) finance not flowing to clean energy?
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•

A lack of viable pipeline projects. All kinds of risks (real and perceived) can deter private
sector developers from bringing forward renewable energy projects in some countries – or
their investors from backing them. For example, there may be doubts about the financial
health of the utilities buying the power. As capital costs are usually the largest cost for
renewable energy projects (unlike for conventional energy projects), access to affordable
finance matters. Yet in lower-income countries, borrowing is particularly expensive, and the
longer-term finance that renewable projects need is harder to find. 59
What IFIs can do: Provide financial guarantees to cover investor risks. IFIs can also support
feasibility studies for potential projects.

•

Government policies can be liable to change, and do not always favour renewable energy.
For example, in Indonesia, the government requires new renewable energy projects to charge
lower tariffs than the existing (fossil-fuelled) grid. 60 In Bangladesh, continued integrated
planning is needed so that government-backed solar energy access programmes can target
areas where the grid is not due to be extended. 61
What IFIs can do: As knowledge banks, IFIs can provide governments with technical
assistance, sharing best practice from elsewhere on successful renewable energy policy.

•

Energy access is small-scale. IFIs and other large investors are more suited to ‘big-ticket’
deals than to a large number of very small energy access and energy efficiency projects. High
transaction costs make it difficult for IFIs to lend directly to the many micro-enterprises or ‘lastmile’ distributors (often female) who serve the clean cooking and solar needs of the poorest
communities (and who struggle most to get loans from local banks).
What IFIs can do: Lend through aggregators such as the Infrastructure Development
Company Limited (IDCOL) in Bangladesh or the Alternative Energy Promotion Centre in Nepal
(government-owned intermediaries).

•

Bilateral finance is still being made readily available for outdated coal technology through
cosy deals between governments (sometimes linked to export interests, even as donor
countries are moving away from coal at home). Indonesia, Bangladesh and Vietnam are the
top recipient countries for G20 public coal finance. 62 In each country, these flows are larger
than the total energy finance received from IFIs (and many times larger than IFI finance for
renewable energy).

What IFIs can do: Make finance available for renewables, including by working with the private
sector, as well as to continue to support favourable government policies.
•

Coal is seen as cheaper than renewables. This is no longer true in many markets, but
where coal may seem more affordable, this is because the externalities are not accounted for
(see following section on the economics of self-harm).
What IFIs can do: IFIs and the V20 have agreed to work together to promote carbon pricing,
and create incentives for renewable energy.

•

Coal is abundant in the region. Indonesia is a large coal exporter. Vietnam is a large coal
producer but is now starting to import coal. The Philippines relies on imported coal, as
Bangladesh plans to do. 63 Coal generation is the incumbent industry, and so starts from a
better-connected, more powerful position; it can also wield more influence where procurement
decisions do not follow a transparent process, as examples from Indonesia and the Philippines
show. 64
What IFIs can do: Help governments identify, sequence and champion potential renewable
energy deals that improve energy security.

FOSSIL FUEL INVESTMENT: THE
ECONOMICS OF SELF-HARM
The following table estimates the impacts of climate change in Asia alone related to a
selection of recent fossil fuel projects that are either being supported directly by IFIs, or via
financial intermediaries. 65 Each dollar invested produces a climate impact bill for Asia that is
many times higher. These costs include things like damaged harvests, lost livelihoods and
farmland laid waste by salt water intrusion. For instance, every dollar invested in the planned
Mariveles coal plant expansion in the Philippines (backed by IFC financial intermediary
banks) could be associated with $10 of climate impacts in Asia. This is on top of local health
costs which can add an additional $100 per dollar invested. 66
Table 5: Estimated climate impacts by project
Climate
damage in Asia
per $ of
investment

Climate
damage
globally per $
of investment

Total climate
damage in Asia
over project
lifetime

Proposed Riau gas power
plant (Indonesia, ADB/IFC)

Up to $5

Up to $12

Up to $1.3bn

Bangladesh Gas
Infrastructure Development
Project (AIIB)

Up to $6

Up to $15

Up to $2.9bn

Mariveles coal power plant
expansion (the Philippines,
backed by IFC client
banks)

Up to $10

Up to $27

Up to $10bn
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5 WAYS FORWARD
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ASIAN CVF
COUNTRIES
•

Continue the CVF leadership role on the global stage, and use the platform of the CVF
leaders’ summit in November 2018 to champion increased ambition.

•

Reject the self-harming pursuit of coal, and instead blaze a new trail for development by
translating bold commitments to 100% renewable energy and universal energy access
into transformative policies and programmes that will shift the direction of IFI lending.

•

Work with other Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) members to put in place
policies and support at a regional level to speed up the implementation of the bloc’s 23%
renewable energy target by 2025.

•

Turn NDCs into investment plans. Identify where NDCs can be enhanced, and where
external support is required.

•

Work to understand the energy poverty burdens and energy needs of women and create
programmes to alleviate these burdens and meet these needs. Support women-owned
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) investing in renewable energy.

•

Country-specific priority steps to take:
o

For Vietnam:
Adjust the renewable energy targets in the Power Development Plan VII, and the
Renewable Energy Development Strategy, to be consistent with the CVF vision of
100% renewable energy by 2050. Avoid borrowing for new coal plants or lifetime
extensions of existing plants.

o

For the Philippines:
Build on the recent coal tax, 67 and take further steps to level the playing field, so as
to unlock renewable energy investment that can ultimately make energy more
accessible and affordable to poor households and communities.

o

For Bangladesh:
Continue the good record to date by advancing new solar energy access frontiers,
while integrating both on-grid and off-grid approaches.

o

For Indonesia:
Back the national renewable energy target with resources - mobilize more investment
from public and private sources. Join the CVF in recognition of Indonesia’s high
climate vulnerability.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IFIS
•
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Align operations with the Paris Agreement to enable a world where climatevulnerable nations can survive and thrive. This means urgently tackling barriers on
renewable energy and energy efficiency, and phasing out finance for fossil fuels, e.g. by
setting a portfolio emissions-reduction target in line with the Paris temperature limit.

•

Act urgently on financial intermediary exposure to coal. Use the weight of IFI
influence to clean up the wider financial sector and mobilize commercial banks to invest in
the CVF renewable energy revolution, for example through issuing truly green bonds. 68

•

Set targets to increase financing for clean cooking, off-grid, and mini-grid solutions that
meet the needs of women and poor rural communities, to accelerate progress towards
SDG 7. Involve women at all levels of energy project design, implementation and
evaluation phases.

•

Ensure that development policy operations help countries set the necessary conditions for
a just energy transition towards renewable energy for all.

•

Establish a strategic dialogue with the V20. Explore with the ministers of finance from
CVF countries how to support their 100% renewable energy goals. Work with the
champion countries first, and include CSOs and other stakeholders in the dialogue.
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